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The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) improvements with increasing This work was inspired by comments made to us by Dr.
detection coil quality factor, Q , are examined for the detection of Richard Garwin of IBM and work done to optimize acoustic
known magnetic resonance signals in noise. It is found that in sensors for the detection of gravity waves (2, 3) . We find
the absence of amplifier noise, SNR continues to increase with that
increasing Q even in the ‘‘super-Q ’’ limit, when the bandwidth of
the tuned detection circuit is smaller than that of the signal to be • the detection sensitivity in the super-Q limit continues
detected. In the super-Q limit, the maximum obtainable SNR is to increase with increasing Q and
thus limited by noise from the amplifiers in the system. This con- • the detection sensitivity is not inherently limited by the
trasts with typical NMR measurements where the ultimate SNR thermal noise from the detection circuit, but by noise added
is limited by thermal noise from the detection circuit. Explicit later in the system.
expressions are derived and are compared to experiments per-
formed using electronically simulated spin echo signals. q 1998 Implementation of super-Q detection may require a sig-
Academic Press nificant effort and may not be possible in some cases. Our

results can be used to help determine whether that effort is
warranted. The results here could have applicability to low-
frequency NQR or NMR work, to broad line NMR studiesINTRODUCTION
such as stray field imaging of materials, and possibly to
pulsed EPR spectrometers using high-Q cavities. We noteMagnetic resonance has been found to be useful to detect
that superconducting coils with Q’s of up to 100,000 havequantitatively the presence of specific substances within an
been used for NMR measurements (4–6) .inhomogeneous sample. For such a measurement, the nature

The results here are formulated for traditional Faradayof the signal from the substance to be detected is known
detection of NMR signals; however, they may have applica-and only the strength of that signal needs to be measured.
bility for other high-Q NMR detection schemes, for example,Ultimately, the minimum detectable quantity of the sub-
the use of small mechanical cantilever beams such as thosestance is limited by signal-to-noise considerations.
found in atomic force microscopes (7) .It has long been known (1) that the signal-to-noise ratio

The study here is limited to the receiving system. In any(SNR) of a magnetic resonance measurement can be im-
application which will use a super-Q detection system forproved by placing the sample in a tuned circuit with a high-
pulsed magnetic resonance, the method used to create the rfquality factor, Q , with a typical sensitivity improvement
excitation and the ring-down of the detection system afterwhich scales as Q 1/2 . The resulting bandwidth of the tuned
that excitation also need to be considered. A traditional sin-detection coil is then f /Q , where f is the resonant frequency
gle coil NMR system would require the use of a very largeof the tuned circuit. However, in the vast majority of, if not
rf power level during the excitation to achieve the high-Qall, pulsed magnetic resonance measurements, the bandwidth
limit discussed here. Separate excitation and detection coils,of the detected signal2 is small compared to the bandwidth
possibly with dynamic frequency shifting and/or Q-switch-of the tuned detection coil. Here we present the results of
ing circuits, might be useful to achieve a broad band excita-an investigation into the case where the bandwidth of the
tion with minimal interference from coil ring-down. In anytuned detection coil is much smaller than that of the signal
case there will be a significant time interval after the excita-to be detected. We refer to this as ‘‘super-Q’’ detection.
tion, the ‘‘dead time,’’ when a signal is unobservable. Hence,
it is presumed here that the observed signal is in the form

1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. Permanent address: of an echo with a time duration, t, which has formed well
Physics Department, Michigan Technological University, Houghton, MI

after this dead time. That echo occurs at a known time. It49931-1295.
is convenient to express many of the results in terms of a2 Note that the bandwidth for the detected signal is the excitation band-

width convoluted with the NMR line width. reduced Q , Q* å QL/QS , the ratio of the loaded Q , QL
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55TRANSIENT MAGNETIC RESONANCE SIGNALS

(defined below), of the detection system to the ‘‘Q’’ of the
P(v) Å £

2
a / i 2

a Z Z Ra

Z / Ra
Z2

/ 4kT Re(Z )Z Ra

Z / Ra
Z2

echo signal, QS å 1/ f t, the ratio of the bandwidth of the
echo signal, 1/t, to the frequency. With these definitions,
super-Q detection corresponds to Q* @ 1. Though the spe- Å PA(v) / P0(v) , [1]
cific results here are for an echo signal, the general principles
of super-Q detection can be applied to any signal which has where PA represents the noise which vanishes for a noiseless
rapid changes in amplitude which occur in a time scale, t, amplifier and P0 is due to the thermal noise from the tuned
and QL/ f t ú 1. detection circuit.

To put values of Q* in perspective, an NMR measurement In order to obtain an expression for the signal, and explicit
of a 50-kHz-wide proton line at 500 MHz using a coil with expressions for Z in Eq. [1] , details of the particular probe
Q Å 100 would correspond to Q*É 0.01, an NMR measure- circuit need to be considered. Here we consider the parallel-
ment at 100 MHz of a severely broadened Cu spectrum tuned detection circuit shown in Fig. 1b. A similar analysis
(such as from a high-temperature superconductor) with an with similar results can be carried out for other tuned detec-
rf excitation of B1 Å 50 G (5 mT) using a coil with Q Å tion circuits. The sample is contained in L . The inductor L *
100 would have Q* É 0.1, and a 1-kHz-wide 14N NQR line is used for impedance matching. Losses in L * and in the
at 1 MHz detected with a coil with Q Å 100 would also cables connecting the detection circuit are considered small
have Q * É 0.1. On the other hand, a 10-kHz-wide 14N NQR compared to Ra , and the noise associated with those losses
line at 1 MHz using a coil with Q Å 1000 would have Q * is included in the amplifier noise. For longer cable lengths,
É 10.

First we summarize the relevant theory for computing
SNR for an NMR receiver with super-Q detection in mind.
The optimized (or ‘‘matched’’) filter in the presence of non-
white noise is presented and used to make a fair comparison
between the different cases. This is followed by a discussion
of detectability for the super-Q case. Explicit expressions
are derived for the changes in SNR with Q for the case of
a simplified echo signal. The experimental results obtained
using electronically simulated NMR spin echoes are then
presented to illustrate the improvements in detectability in
the super-Q limit.

THEORY

Model Circuit

Because the signal-to-noise characteristics of a detection
scheme depend on the details of the probe circuit, we begin
by summarizing well-known results in a useful format.

The model circuit we use is shown in Fig. 1a, where £th

and Z are the Thevenin equivalent voltage and impedance
of the NMR probe; ia and £a represent current and voltage
noise sources, respectively, used to model the noise from
the amplifier; and A and Ra are the gain and the input imped-
ance of the amplifier. The model resistor Ra is noiseless. The
voltage in the probe, £th , includes both signal and thermal
noise; however, we will treat the noise separately. We as-
sume, and later verify experimentally, that the noise from
the amplifier and the noise from the probe are uncorrelated.

FIG. 1. (a) Model circuit for a simplified NMR receiver. The NMRThe probe is assumed to be at a temperature T and the
probe is modeled using an impedance, Z , and the amplifier with currentobserved thermal noise will depend on the real part of Z
and voltage noise sources, a noiseless resistance, and a noiseless amplifier.

(8) . Straightforward analysis shows that the noise power (b) One type of tuned circuit which can be used as an NMR probe. The
density (in units of V 2/Hz) at the input of the amplifier, sample to be measured is placed in L . The values of L* and C are adjusted

for a resonant impedance match at the desired frequency of operation.P(v) , is given by
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56 SUITS, GARROWAY, AND MILLER

the impedance transformation due to the cable also needs to
£th (v)Å ivf(v)

1
(1 0 v 2LC) 0 ivL /Rbe considered.

The values of C and L * are adjusted as needed to make
the resonant circuit have a real impedance, Z Å R0 (R0 ° R) , É ivf(v)

1

(1 0 v 2LC) 0 i
Q

. [6]
at a particular frequency, v0 . This is achieved by choosing

C Å 1
v 2

0L S1 / 1
Q

√
R 0 R0

R0
D So the signal, S(v) , at the input of the amplifier will be

S(v) Å £th (v)
Ra

Z(v) / Ra

. [7]
Å 1

v 2
0L S1 / 1

Q

√
v0LQ 0 R0

R0
D [2]

When Qv0L @ R0 , and with the assumption Ra © v0L ,
and Eq. [7] can be approximated by

L * Å 1
v0

√
R0(R 0 R0) S(v) Å ivf(v)

0iRa (QR0v0L)01/2

(v 2 0 v 2
0)LC 0 i

Q S R0 / Ra

R0
D

Å 1
v0

√
R0(v0LQ 0 R0) , (3)

1 Fv 2LC 0 1 0 i /Q
v 2LC 0 1 / i /QG . [8]

where Q å R /v0L . A similar expression is obtained if a
capacitance, C *, is used for impedance matching instead of

The approximation is valid when v É v0 ; S(0v) Å S*(v)an inductance. Using Eqs. [2] and [3], it is found that
is used when v É 0v0 .

At first sight, Eq. [8] would suggest a net loss in SNR
Z Å ivLR 2F v 2

0LC 0 1
[R(v 2

0LC 0 1)]2 / v 2
0L 2 for super-Q detection since only the nuclear signals within

a narrow bandwidth around v0 will be detected. However,
as we show below, there may be a substantial gain. To some
extent, such gain can be compared to an analogous pulsed0 v 2LC 0 1

[R(v 2LC 0 1)]2 / v 2L 2G
magnetic resonance measurement, but employing the nuclei
as the detector of pulsed rf. In this case, the best signal-to-
noise ratio is achieved for nuclei with long relaxation times/ v 2L 2R

[R(v 2LC 0 1)]2 / v 2L 2 [4]
(T2 in this case) compared to the rf pulse length, even though
the nuclei only ‘‘see’’ the component of the pulsed rf at
their resonant frequency.and when v is near v0 , this can be approximated quite well

Some additional insight can be obtained by transformingby the simpler expression
Eq. [8] into the time domain. The details of the result de-
pend, of course, on the shape of f(v) . As an example,

Z Å ivL
v 2

0LC 0 1

[(v 2
0LC 0 1)]2 / 1

Q 2

consider the simple case where f( t) is a square pulse of
frequency v0 and duration t, starting at a time t Å 0t. Then
the signal, s( t) , is given to a good approximation by

0 v 2LC 0 1

[(v 2LC 0 1)]2 / 1
Q 2

s( t) Å 0 t õ 0t

s( t) Å A
√
TQ(1 0 e0 ( t/t ) /TQ )e iv0t 0t õ t õ 0

s( t) Å A
√
TQ(1 0 e0t /TQ )e iv0te0 t /TQ t ú 0, [9]/ R /Q 2

[(v 2LC 0 1)]2 / 1
Q 2

. [5]

where TQ å 2QL/v0 is the rise time of the tuned detection
circuit; QL is the ‘‘loaded Q’’ of the detector coil, QL Å
R0Q / (R0 / Ra ) , and A is an overall amplitude proportionalThe nuclear magnetization will induce an EMF in L due

to the time changing magnetic flux, f( t) . In the frequency to the amount of sample present. Super-Q detection corre-
sponds to the case where t ! TQ while conventional SNRdomain, this gives rise to a Thevenin equivalent voltage

source for the desired signal, calculations are done for the case t @ TQ . Hence, the time-
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57TRANSIENT MAGNETIC RESONANCE SIGNALS

dependent exponential rise of the signal during the interval apodization, and similar techniques to help make the desired
signal stand out against the noise. It is worth pointing out that0t õ t õ 0 (that is, the transient response of the detection

coil) will be very important for super-Q detection while only none of these techniques increases the information content of
the measured signal, and in fact they may decrease it.the steady state value is needed for the calculations in the

conventional case. When t ! TQ the maximum signal height In order to make a fair comparison between the SNR
obtainable in different circumstances, we make use of awill be significantly less than its steady state value and one

can conclude quite correctly that the peak height of the signal linear optimized filter. SNR here is a measure of our ability
to determine one number, the amplitude of a known signalfor super-Q detection is less than that for the conventional

case. It will be shown below, however, that SNR for signal in noise, using an appropriate combination of all the data
acquired. Hence this analysis is not directly applicable fordetection actually increases.

There are two important time scales evident for super-Q the measurement of unknown NMR spectra.
As is well known (9–11) , the SNR in the presence ofdetection. The rise of the signal occurs over the time t, and

the decay of the signal over the (longer) time TQ . stationary white noise can be maximized at a particular time3

after the signal, tm, by applying a matched filter, H(v) ,Note that for traditional magnetic resonance measure-
ments, the signal from the coil follows the excitation (i.e., where
S(v) } ivf(v)) , and no distinction is usually made between
the coil response and the EMF due to the precessing nuclear H(v) Å S*(v)e0 ivtm [12]
magnetization. However, in the super-Q limit, the coil re-
sponse does not follow the NMR magnetization. Unless spe- and S*(v) is the Fourier transform of the known desired
cifically qualified, we use the word ‘‘signal’’ in what follows signal. When the noise is not white, the matched filter can
to mean the measured response of the coil due to excitation be preceded by a whitening filter, H *(v) , satisfying
by the nuclear magnetization.

In order to calculate SNR, the noise from the tuned detec-
ÉH *(v)É2P(v) Å ÉCÉ

2 , [13]
tion circuit, P0 , and from the amplifier, PA, need to be care-
fully considered as well. Neglecting the noise from the am- where C is any constant and P(v) is the noise power density
plifier for the moment, and noting that (10) . With (noncausal) postprocessing, we are free to

choose H *(v) to be real, C Å 1, and tm Å 0 for convenience.
Re(Z ) Å

√
R /Q

(1 0 v 2LC) / i

Q

2

, [10] The signal after the filters is given by

s0( t) Å 1
2p *

/`

0`

S(v)H *(v)H(v)e ivtdv
we find that the noise power density from the tuned probe
is given by

Å 1
2p *

/`

0`

CS(v)P(v)01/2H(v)e ivtdv [14]

P0(v) Å 4kTv0L

Q Z S(v)
ivf(v) Z

2

[11]
and the noise by

and P0(v0) Å 4kTR0[R 2
a / (Ra / R0)2] , as expected. When

»n 2
0( t) … Å 1

2p *
/`

0`

ÉCÉ
2
ÉH(v)É2dv. [15]the NMR signal is narrow compared to the probe bandwidth,

this noise is, for all practical purposes, white noise.
As will be seen below, Eq. [11] is the important result

The derivation of the matched filter using the Schwartz in-for super-Q detection, as it shows the direct relationship
equality proceeds as in the case of white noise (9, 10) tobetween the amplitude of the thermal noise from the probe
give an optimized filterand the amplitude of the received signal.

H(v) Å S*(v)P(v)01/2e0 ivtm [16]Optimized Filter

Typically the SNR is determined by comparing the signal and an optimized SNR at a time tm given by
height ( in either the frequency or the time domain) to the
root mean square (RMS) noise. The more general question

3 The time, tm, is important for the design of a physically realizable filteris, ‘‘How do we combine the measured data points in the
and expresses the fact that for a physically realizable filter, the maximum

best possible way to determine the amount of signal present SNR will occur at a time after the excitation has occurred. If the filter is
and how does that compare to the noise?’’ Conventional implemented using numerical postprocessing, as we do in this work, one

can set tm Å 0.NMR methods will use bandpass filters, Fourier transforms,
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58 SUITS, GARROWAY, AND MILLER

(SNR)2 Å s 2
0( tm)

»n 2
0( t) …

Å 1
2p *

/`

0`

ÉS(v)É2

P(v)
dv. [17]

Since no initial assumptions were made regarding H(v) ,
Eq. [17] gives the best SNR obtainable with a linear filter.
This filter can be implemented in hardware using standard
rf filters and/or during postprocessing of acquired data.
Since the filter is likely to be realized only approximately
using hardware, and it is undesirable to modify the hardware
for each new circumstance, postprocessing will generally be
more convenient. The application of optimized filters to fi-
nite discrete data is discussed in Ref. (10) . We also note
that an optimized filter can be derived in the time domain
resulting in the same value for the SNR as above.

In the super-Q limit, Q * @ 1, the excitation from the
nuclei and the noise from the probe, referenced to the coil,
L , are both broadband and both enter the circuit at the same
point. If an ideal amplifier with a noise figure (NF) of 0 dB
is used, then P(v) Å P0(v) } ÉS(v)É2 . That is, the SNR
is independent of frequency. Hence, by averaging together
all the frequency components with appropriate weights, the
combined SNR tends to infinity with increasing Q * even
though the detection coil is at a finite temperature. In this

FIG. 3. The same data as Fig. 2, but on a much expanded time scale.limit, the amplitude of thermal noise from the detection sys-
The signal is clearly observable in (c) even though the RMS noise level

tem is not, by itself, an inherent limit to signal detection. In is much larger than the signal height.

practice, the finite duration of the excitation (making the
bandwidth of S(v) less than that of P(v)) and the amplifier
noise (which causes SNR to decrease with decreasing
ÉS(v)É, rather than SNR remaining constant) conspire to
keep SNR finite.

Detectability

First we illustrate the essence of super-Q detection by
considering the case where amplifier noise is negligible. Fig-
ure 2 shows three possible measurements, simulated numeri-
cally. Figure 2a shows the Fourier transform of a (complex)
Lorentzian lineshape and represents the envelope of the
tuned coil response to a short excitation in the absence of
noise. Figure 2b is the Fourier transform of the same Lo-
rentzian lineshape, though with 10 times greater amplitude
and with the phase of each frequency component random-
ized. Figure 2b represents the envelope of thermal noise
from the tuned coil. Hence ÉS(v)É2 has the same shape for
both the signal and the noise, and the desired signal in Fig.
2a is reduced by 20 dB compared to the noise. Figure 2c is
the sum of the data in Fig. 2a and 2b. If SNR is defined in
the time domain using the peak signal height compared to
the RMS noise, then clearly SNR õ 1. However, because
the thermal noise from the tuned circuit is not white, thisFIG. 2. Numerical simulations of super-Q measurements made with a
signal is easily detected with SNR ú 10, as is illustrated inperfect amplifier. (a) A signal in the absence of noise, (b) thermal noise

from the probe, and (c) the sum of (a) and (b). Fig. 3. Figure 3 contains the same data as does Fig. 2, except
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59TRANSIENT MAGNETIC RESONANCE SIGNALS

on an expanded time scale. Clearly the desired detection
scheme, and the resulting definition of SNR, might be im-
proved if one looks for the rapid rise of the signal over the
time, t, of the excitation. The rapid rise of the signal com-
pared to what is seen in the noise occurs due to the correla-
tions between the phases of the frequency components of
the signal and is not due to the correlations in their ampli-
tudes. The probability that such an alignment of the phases
(of the frequency components of the noise) would occur by
accident is very small. The probability that such an align-
ment would occur in just the right way so that an apparent
signal shows up just at the right time is even smaller.

The weighting of the measured data to bring out this rapid
change would correspond to a high pass filter. Recognizing
that the data in Figs. 2 and 3 are the envelopes which modu-
late a carrier signal at v0 , we see that the high pass filter
corresponds to a notch filter with a notch at v0 . Application FIG. 4. The signal-to-noise ratio after a square pulse excitation and
of a notch filter at the signal frequency in order to improve with a white noise approximation for the amplifier, from Eq. [21].
the SNR may, at first, seem counterintuitive, but can be
better appreciated by the following argument.

An estimate of the SNR can be obtained by considering
to optimal detection in conventional NMR except that thean experiment which measures the difference between two
line width here is determined by the filtering action of themeasured data points, one just before the excitation is ex-
detection circuit. The optimum SNR } Q 0

L here as well.pected and one just after. If the excitation starts just after
The actual case will look something like a combinationtime t and is finished at a time t / t, the SNR for this crude

of the two limiting cases discussed above and the optimummeasurement scheme will be given by
filter will look like a bandpass filter with a notch in the
middle. The depth of the notch and the width of the bandpass
will be determined by the relative sizes of the amplifier(SNR)2 Å KS s( t / t) 0 s( t)

n( t / t) 0 n( t) D
2L and probe noise. The optimized filter computed as discussed

above automatically has these characteristics.
In order to explicitly illustrate the effectiveness of super-

Å s 2( t / t)

2 »n 2(0) …S1 0 »n(t)n(0) …
»n 2(0) … D . [18] Q detection we consider the response of the tuned detection

circuit to a square excitation at a frequency v0 and of dura-
tion t as given by Eq. [9] . Obtaining S(v) from Eq. [9]
is straightforward.

In the absence of amplifier noise, this is The noise power density will then be given by

(SNR)2 Å s 2( t / t)
2 »n 2(0) …(1 0 e0tp f /QL )

[19]

P(v) Å P0
1/T 2

Q

(v 0 v0) 2 / 1/T 2
Q

/ PA(v) , [20]

and since s 2( t / t) } 1/QL and »n 2(0) … } 1/QL , then in
the super-Q limit, SNR } Q 1/2

L .
where P0 Å P0(v0) is the peak thermal noise power densityNow we consider super-Q detection for the case where
from the tuned and matched detection circuit, and PA repre-the amplifier noise dominates the signal. For this illustration
sents the additional noise from the amplifier. To keep matterswe model the amplifier using (broad band) white noise.
simple at this point, it is assumed that PA is a constant,Since the noise at t / t is uncorrelated with the noise at t ,
though a more detailed analysis should include the frequencythe two-point detection scheme above gives (SNR)2 Å s( t
dependence of PA, which in turn depends on the particular/ t)2 /2 »n 2(0) … and SNR } Q 0

L . In this case, it would be
hardware used. In the white noise case, the minimum noisemore convenient to take advantage of the long ring-down
figure, NF, occurs at v0 and is given by NF å (P0 / PA)/time, TQ , and to look for a narrow line in the frequency
P0 , often expressed in dB. The signal-to-noise ratio afterdomain. For a narrow line in the frequency domain one
the application of the optimized filter can be calculated usingmeasures (S(v0) 0 S(v0 { Dv)) where Dv ™ v0 /QL . For

such a measurement one would use a bandpass filter identical Eq. [17] to be
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60 SUITS, GARROWAY, AND MILLER

changes of order unity in the numerical factors can be ex-
(SNR)2 Å 1

2p 2

A 2t 2Q *

PA / P0
F1 0 Q *

b
(1 0 e0b /Q =)G , [21] pected.

Impedance Matching
where it is recognized that TQ /t Å Q * /p and

The probe impedance, R0 , can be adjusted over the range
0 õ R0 õ R by a suitable choice of L *. In the super-Q limit
it is not at all obvious which value will give the best signal-b Å p

√
PA / P0

PA

. [22]
to-noise ratio. In principle, the model equations above (Eqs.
[1] , [4] , [7] , [11], [17]) can be used to determine a best
value for R0 in a given situation; however, detailed discus-Figure 4 illustrates the changes in SNR as a function of Q *
sion of this issue is deferred until a later time. Since mostdetermined using Eq. [21] for a variety of values of NF. As
of the signal occurs at frequencies where the probe imped-can be seen, for Q * õ 1, there is little improvement in SNR
ance is not R0 , specific noise characteristics of the amplifier,as NF is decreased below 1 dB. However, when Q* @ 1,
especially when it is not properly matched, need to be con-there is still a significant improvement as NF is decreased.
sidered in order to choose the best value for R0 . In addition,The SNR in Fig. 4 is in units of
the loaded Q depends on the choice of R0 as well, and will
affect correlation times and the measured signal energy. ItA 2t 2

pP0

Å FZ df

dt Z
2 t

v0LGF 1
4kTGFv0t

2p G is, however, reasonable to assume that adjusting R0 to obtain
the best amplifier noise figure at (or near) the peak of the
signal, S(v) , would be a good strategy.

Å 1
8p Z df

dt Z
2 t 2

kTL
, [23]

EXPERIMENTAL

where df /dt represents the EMF induced in the coil, L , by Measurements presented here were made using a large,
the nuclear magnetization during the time t. The brackets single-turn, open-ended copper coil designed and previously
in the first form of Eq. [23] divide the equation into terms used (12) for 14N NQR of large samples. The coil has a
associated with the energy delivered to the coil by the nuclear rectangular cross section and is 69 cm high, 43 cm wide,
magnetization during the time t, the thermal energy in the and 90 cm in length. Parallel capacitance is added using an
coil, and a scale factor which relates Q * to QL for the specific arrangement of large copper sheets on the exterior of the
measurement conditions. The presence of the scale factor coil and in parallel with one of the faces. The copper sheets
means that reducing t (for example by applying a magnetic are insulated with a thin layer of Teflon sheet. The coil is
field gradient) as a way to increase Q * is not a good strategy encased in a rectangular, copper-lined conducting shield with
for increasing SNR. Note that with all other factors held inside dimensions 0.93 m wide, 1.40 m high, and 1.83 m
constant, Édf /dtÉ } L 1/2 so SNR does not depend directly long. The conducting shield is closed on the ends with rf-
on L . tight doors originally designed for MRI applications. Signals

In the limiting cases where Q * ! b and Q * @ b , SNR is are brought into and out of the shield using coaxial connec-
given by tors mounted on the shield. The resulting parallel resonance

frequency is 3.4 MHz with an unloaded Q of 1280. Lower
values of Q were obtained by placing a carbon resistor in

(SNR)2 Å FZ df

dt Z
2 t

v0LGF 1
4kTG QL

2pNF
Q * ! b parallel with the coil (1 and 3 kV for unloaded Q’s of 140

and 420, respectively) . The detection system was matched
to 50 V at resonance using the circuit shown in Fig. 2.

Impedance and Q measurements were made using anÅ 1
4 FZ df

dt Z
2 t

v0LGF 1
4kTGFv0t

2p G HP4195A Network/Impedance analyzer.4 The Q measure-
ments were made using two small, broad band magnetic
field probes placed about one-third of the distance into the1

√
1

NF(NF 0 1)
Q* @ b . [24]

coil, from opposite ends. With this arrangement, the predom-
inant coupling between the probes is through the main rf
coil. Swept rf is fed into one of the probes and the receivedThese two equations are very similar in form if one equates
signal from the other probe is monitored as a function ofv0t /2p with the ‘‘Q of the excitation.’’ The specific results

(Eqs. [23] and [24]) are derived for a square excitation of
length t using a white noise model for the amplifier and 4 Reference to a particular product is for identification only. Other prod-

ucts from other vendors may be suitable.illustrate the general behavior expected. For the general case,
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61TRANSIENT MAGNETIC RESONANCE SIGNALS

frequency. Q and QL are determined using the full 3-dB
bandwidth of the received signal with the coil unattached
and attached to the amplifier, respectively. Unless stated
otherwise, 50-V rf components and cables are used through-
out. To obtain the probe impedance data over a wide fre-
quency range, but with sufficient resolution near the probe
resonant frequency, fine measurements near resonance and
coarse measurements over a wide frequency range were
made and the results interleaved.

Received signals from the large coil are first amplified by
a broad band Doty LN-2XL preamplifier with a nominal
gain of 40 dB, nominal NF of 1.0 dB with a 50 V source,
and a measured input impedance of 90 V at 3.4 MHz. A
second stage of amplification is provided by an Anzac AM-
110 rf amplifier with a nominal gain of 30 dB and nominal
NF at 3.4 MHz of 4.2 dB. The signal is then filtered using
separate 200-kHz high pass and 5-MHz low pass (RLC Elec-
tronics) filters. The signal is monitored directly and recorded
using a Tektronix TDS5241A digital oscilloscope limited to
a 20-MHz bandwidth. Measured signals were transferred to
a personal computer for analysis and processing. The overall
system gain was measured to be 68 dB at 3.4 MHz. A system
NF of 1.2 { 0.2 dB was determined from measurements of
the RMS noise voltage with a 50-V load at room temperature FIG. 5. Measurements of experimentally simulated spin–echoes de-

tected in the super-Q limit. The labels on the signals correspond to theand the same load immersed in liquid nitrogen.
unloaded Q of the tuned detection coil. From top to bottom these correspondSimulated spin–echo signals are generated using a Stan-
to Q * Å 18, 5.5, and 2.2, respectively.ford Research Systems DS345 signal generator, a PTS-160

frequency synthesizer, a Mini-Circuits ZAY-3 mixer, and an
rf attenuator. The DS345 is used in ‘‘arbitrary waveform Measurements of system noise were made with a variety
mode’’ and is programmed with a gaussian shape approxi- of amplifier loads, including the tuned and matched coil with
mated using 23 nonzero points and a number of zeros on different Q’s. The noise power density was calculated using
either side of the gaussian. With the mixer, the rf output of a Fourier transform of the covariance. With a sampling inter-
the PTS-160 is amplitude modulated by the approximate val of 40 ns, a total of N Å 50,000 noise measurements,
gaussian waveform. The triggering was adjusted to be in d( i) , were made. From these, the covariance was estimated
phase with the rf carrier. The output from the mixer is fed using
through the attenuator to a small magnetic field probe (about
1 cm in diameter) placed inside the resonant coil. A small

R(m) Å 1
N 0 m

∑
N0m

jÅ1

d( j)d( j / m) , [25]dc level adjustment (a few mV) on the output of the DS345
was necessary to minimize feedthrough of the carrier signal.
When minimized, carrier feedthrough was well below the where 0 ° m ° M , with M Å 16,383. This was repeated
noise level. For noise measurements, the rf source was dis- 40 times and the average R(m) was computed. The resulting
connected and either turned off or adjusted to a much higher average was Fourier transformed to obtain the power spec-
frequency to avoid any possible rf leakage. For simulated trum. The power spectra reported here are presented in units
spin–echo measurements, the attenuator was used to adjust of V 2/Hz and correspond to voltage measurements made
the signal level and 15,000 data points (zero filled to 16,384) after amplification. Measurements with a 50-V load, a 1-kV
were measured at 50 MS/s. load, and a 4.7-kV load on the input of the amplifier were

used to determine approximate amplifier noise parameters,Results and Discussion

Using short duration simulated spin–echoes with a
A 2i 2

a Å 1.6 1 1004(mA)2/Hz
gaussian shape, we measured signals for a variety of spin–
echo widths for several detection coil Q’s. An example of A 2

£
2
a Å 0.65(mV)2/Hz, [26]

the results is shown in Fig. 5. Qualitatively one can see that
the peak intensity scales roughly as Q01/2 when Q* @ 1 and where A is the overall gain (68 dB). A small frequency

dependence has been ignored.the ring-down time as Q 1 , as predicted.
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the value of R0 which minimizes NF, determined using Eq.
[1] , is given by

R 2
0 Å

R 2
a R 2

n

R 2
a / R 2

n

. [27]

With the measured values above, the smallest NF is predicted
to occur when R0 Å 52 V.

The amplifier impedance has an impact on the loaded Q ,
QL , of the tuned circuit as well and hence may increase (or
decrease) the SNR. For example, for our simplified circuit,
Q * may be increased by about 40% by inserting a 1

4-wave-
length 50-V cable between the detection circuit and the am-
plifier. The loaded Q will also be an important factor de-
termining the recovery time of the amplifier chain after exci-
tation, and techniques such as ‘‘overcoupling’’ can be used
to reduce this recovery time (13) .

To test detection sensitivity, a ‘‘known’’ signal was mea-
sured (shown in Fig. 5) and the probe impedance as a func-
tion of frequency was recorded for each of the different Q’s.
In this case the width of the gaussian is tÉ 8 ms correspond-
ing to values of Q * Å 18, 5.5, and 2.2. The known signal
exceeded the noise level by more than 20 dB and was signal
averaged 128 times. The excitation amplitude for the known
signal was the same for each of the different values of Q .
The average noise power density, P(v) , is calculated using
the measured probe impedance and Eq. [1] . The known

FIG. 6. Measured noise power densities for different probe quality fac- signal and the average noise power density are combined,
tors, compared to values calculated from the circuit model, the two amplifier as described above, to obtain the optimum filter. To illustrate
noise parameters, and the measured probe impedance. the improved ability to detect a weak signal in the presence

of noise in the super-Q regime, a sequence of measurements
with reduced excitation were then recorded, without signal

Figure 6 shows the measured noise power density for the averaging.
detection circuit, along with predictions made using Eq. [1]
and the measured impedance of the detection circuit. Note
that the simple two-parameter model ( ia , £a and Eq. [1]) is
adequate to fit the data with no adjustable parameters. The
fact that the predictions are quite accurate shows that, as
assumed above, the thermal noise from the detection circuit
and the noise from the amplifier are uncorrelated. Figure 7
illustrates one of these predictions where the noise associated
with the detection coil and with the amplifier have been
separately identified.

By Fourier transforming a strong received signal after a
very short duration simulated echo, it was verified that
ÉS(v)É2 } P(v) when ia and £a are set to zero. The peak
noise from each of the measurements of the tuned detection
circuit is, within the scatter of the points, the same as that
obtained by replacing the tuned circuit with a room tempera-
ture 50-V resistor.

As an aside, Fig. 7 also illustrates why, in this case, the
detection coil should be matched to 50 V, even though the
input to this particular amplifier has an impedance of 90 V. FIG. 7. The calculated values for one of the cases in Fig. 6 separated

into noise power densities associated with the probe and with the amplifier.With the definition of the ‘‘noise resistance,’’ Rn Å £a / ia ,
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As a final note, radiation damping may be a concern when
very high-Q detection circuits are used. The effects of radia-
tion damping for conventional detection (Q* õ 1) are well
understood (14, 15) . For the conventional case the steady
state response of the detection coil in the presence of the
EMF induced by the nuclear magnetization is considered.
In contrast, for super-Q detection, the transient response of
the detection circuit will be important. For super-Q detection,
the total energy delivered to the coil during the time t be-
comes independent of Q , and that energy is ultimately dissi-
pated over the longer time TQ . During the time TQ the nuclei
experience the rf field produced by the transient decay of
the detection coil and this could have a significant effect if
one were, for example, to refocus the echo at a later time.
However, the extra effort to implement super-Q detection
would be undertaken only when signal levels are very small,
and hence the amplitude of the transient rf field will beFIG. 8. Experimental detector output vs excitation for the three different
negligible in practice.values of Q . In each case, the detector output has been scaled to 0 dB for

a unit (0 dB) excitation.

CONCLUSION

The digitized data are Fourier transformed and the filter The signal-to-noise ratio improvements with increasing
is applied. The detector output is then calculated using the detection circuit quality factor, Q , have been examined for
integral of the complex absolute value of the filtered signal. detecting known signals in noise. It is found that in the
In this way, the peak of the signal envelope can be calculated absence of amplifier noise, SNR continues to increase with
simply and without the need to worry about heterodyning increasing Q even in the super-Q limit, where the bandwidth
and overall phase shifts. That is, if s(v) and S0(v) represent of the tuned detection circuit is smaller than that of the signal
the Fourier transforms of the unknown signal (plus noise) to be detected. In the super-Q limit, the maximum obtainable
and known signals, respectively, then the detector output, SNR will be limited by noise from the amplifiers in the
D , is given by system. This contrasts with typical NMR measurements

where the ultimate SNR is limited by thermal noise from
the detection circuit. Explicit expressions have been derived

D Å *
/`

0`
Z s(v)S*0 (v)

P(v) Zdv. [28] and compared to experiments performed using electronically
simulated spin–echo signals.

In practice, of course, D is calculated using discrete Fourier
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